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And from on high I contemplate the globe in its roundness; No longer do I look there 

for the shelter of a hut. 

Charles Baudelaire 

The point southward blocked for us what would have been, beyond wide tide flats, a 

distant view of the cantilever bridges, skyscrapers and gantries of the city, with more 

great mountains that way too. 

Malcolm Lowry 

Eleanor Bond's large, unstretched, oil paintings represent the city as an imaginary 

place: neither fact nor fiction, but metaphor. The spatial composition of the paintings 

is fluid, yet fractured, as Bond takes the planned city, a city of grids and perspective, 

that is, a "fixed city," and positions within the canvas a metaphorical or "mobile city."1 

Bond's strategic approach to imagining the modern city is to produce an immediate 

psychical space that does not constitute a view in the more familiar perspectiva naturalis 

organization of landscape.2 Rather, topographical and architectural space is repre✓ 

sented as both overgrown and constrained, as if swept up by natural chaos. And in 

- order for the viewer to interpret this image, space becomes temporal. The viewer

navigating through this dispersed landscape is positioned in a schism, which breaks

with any fixed, static reading of a perspectival viewpoint. Bond's encounter with

the pictorial space of landscape is, in part then, as an 'unreadable' object ( of a

view taken): an interpretation of landscape that denies the "mastery of place

through sight."3 



Interventions into perspective and the representational space of architecture and 

the city began, most prominently, with the eighteenth century painters/architects 

Giambattista Piranesi and Jean�Laurent Legeay. Their interventions into perspectival 

space explored relations between the painterly imagination and architecture, and 

between speculative architecture and built projects. In referencing Piranesi and 5 

Legeay's fractured space of architectural verisimilitude, I am not suggesting that Bond 

is or wants to be an architect ( as Henri Lefebvre puts it, as a certain type of artist 

with "a scientific bent"), but rather that her paintings deeply engage architectural 

representation and meaning. Drawing on spatial metaphors of the interior "night� 

mares" of Piranesi, Anthony Vidler writes of "the vertigo of the sublime" placed side 

by side with "the claustrophobia of the uncanny," and of architectural representation 

where "temporality and spatiality collapse."4 The uncanny and the sublime can be 

understood as a significant political, psychoanalytical and aesthetic response to con� 

ditions of the modernizing city: changes in public space, architecture and circulation 

systems. This site where "temporality and spatiality collapse" draws a symbolic 

parallel in the paintings to not only the social forces of capital and urbanization, 

but also nature. Perspective and grid structures of the modern city also play a role 

in the composition of Bond's paintings, but the homogeneity is destructured, and 

within atmospheric conditions the corporeal senses are able to advance from 

measured, geometric space to an assimilation of lived space.5 In this way, spatial 

and temporal issues become the fundamental organizing concerns of the images. 

It was during the nineteenth century that the city increasingly became a dispersed, 

'mobile' space of industrial capitalism. Arbitrariness and instability defined the urban 

landscape, as economic, political and social conditions transformed the cultures and 

communities of cities. "The ephemeral, the fugitive, the contingent, the half of art 

whose other half is the eternal and immutable," was Baudelaire's aesthetic response 

to the spatial and temporal changes brought by Haussmann's urban restructuring 

of Paris during the nineteenth century.6 Bond's paintings are ultimately concerned 

with this aesthetic response, as the urban landscape is interpreted as a space which 

exists between illusion and reality, the visceral and the intellect, and utopia and 

dystopia. This between space emphasizes a metaphorical overlay of spatial practice 

to topographical place as Bond outlines: "To explore what the city is, as well as what 

it could be, and what one would want it to become."7 This allegorical understanding 

constructs the characteristic pleasures of Bond's paintings. 
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The ideal, harmonious city is historically one that can be taken in at a single glance. 

From a bird's-eye view the landscape is defined as a synoptical overview that makes 

a whole out of parts, or forms a 'tableaux' of ordered and coherent patterns. De 

Certeau's account of the view from the World Trade Centre in New York City is 

exemplary of a critique of the totalizing, high view: 

To be lifted to the summit of the World Trade Centre is to be lifted out of the city's 

grasp. One's body is no longer clasped by the streets that turn and return it according 

to an anonymous law. ... An Icarus flying above these waters, he can ignore the devices of 

Daedalus in mobile and endless labyrinths far below. His elevation transfigures him into 

a voyeur. It puts him at a distance. It transforms the bewitching world by which one was 

"possessed" into a text that lies before one's eyes .... The desire to see the city preceded 

the means of satisfying it. Medieval or Renaissance painters represented the city as seen 

in a perspective that no eye had yet enjoyed .... The totalizing eye imaged by the painters 

of earlier times lives on in our achievements ... .The 1370 foot high tower that serves as a 

prow for Manhattan continues to construct the fiction that creates readers, makes the 

complexity of the city readable, and immobilizes its opaque mobility 

in a transparent text. 8 

But de Certeau leaves this scopic manifestation to engage social practices, the 

everyday, "down below": 

The ordinary practitioners of the city live "down below," below the threshold at 

which visibility begins. They walk - an elementary form of this experience of the 

city; they are walkers .... Escaping the imaginary totalizations produced by the eye, 

the everyday has a certain strangeness that does not surface ... outlining itself 

against the visible .... Within this ensemble, I shall try to locate the practices 

that are foreign to the "geometrical" or "geographical" space of visual, panoptic, 

or theoretical constructions .... A migrational, or metaphorical, city thus slips into 

the clear text of the planned and readable city.9 

Bond also takes up, and then subverts, a bird's-eye view as a way to destabilize 

the limitations of solely identifying and interpreting the city through a reliance on 

standard forms of representation, including the mapping and surveying of space 

inherent in much urban planning. Within an ambiguous, compressed and anxious 

bird's-eye view, Bond's painterly prospects move away from the deceptively real 

vistas of the panorama, of a scopic representation, but nevertheless the landscape 

retains a sense of panoramic vertigo. This vertigo - a kinesthetic counterpart of 

psychological, as well as physiological features of perception - exists in each of 

the paintings as if to recall a sense of place, without a mimetic or static framework. 



Bond's extraordinary cancellation or, in a sense, collapse of the horizon in her 

paintings often ends in a marine-like quality of space, as sky and land unite in an 

indistinctive wash of colour.10 For example, the landfall of Rotterdam harbour, in the 

On the Maasvlakte Extension, Rotterdam Establishes a Satellite 
Colony Which Functions as a Prosthetic Eye and Arm, Enclosing 
the International Activity of Europoort within the Sight and 
Embrace of the City, 1995

painting On the Maasvlakte 

Extension, Rotterdam Establishes a 

Satellite Colony Which Functions as a 

Prosthetic Eye and Arm, Enclosing the 

International Activity of Europoort 

within the Sight and Embrace of the 

City (1995), is represented as an 

amorphous and sinuous land-

scape. The large canvas is a site 

of much complexity, a sublime, 

atmospheric image within 
I 

which the verisimilitude 

constructed by perspective and the panorama is increasingly subverted. The visual 

mapping that takes place on the canvas brings together the spatial imaginary with an 

analogous sense of place to imply a metaphoric reading of geography and culture: the 

topography of the Netherlands is represented as an exposed "unnatural" land(scape), 

as if only recently recovered from the North Sea. 

The two new paintings in this exhibition "Quick aging pivoting city," Becoming the 

Glass City (1999/2000) and Taking Shelter in the City of Tents (1999/2000), are metaphorical 

readings of the city of Vancouver. Bond began the research for these paintings during 

early February of 1999, producing photographic and video documentation of the city 

and its environs. But Bond's conceptual rendering of Vancouver evolved during a 

number of visits over the past two decades. 

The third painting in this exhibition Elevated Living in a Community-Built Neighbourhood 

(1997-98) was influenced by a visit to Detroit during an artist-in-residency at the 

University of Windsor. "Detroit was the starting point," Bond explains, "the place that 

pushed the idea and provided the model to explore an inner city of the industrial world, 

but the painting is not specifically Detroit, it could equally be Winnipeg or Buffalo." 

In the painting Becoming the Glass City the corporate and residential towers of the 

downtown core are transformed into a close surface of paint. Glazes of greys and 
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blues, and here and there, a slash of pink, orange or purple, all compose a West Coast 

palette. But the glass curtain walls are arranged not as a view, but rather, as an 

obstruction of the view. Nature drapes itself throughout the transparent facades: 

"Nature is enveloped and commandeered by the city."11 Form becomes transparent 

to evoke a sublime sensibility: perhaps an urban landscape washed out by rain. This 

spatial composition is complex and disparate, as foreground and background merge 

as a spatial continuum. Facades interconnect without delineation: an image of both 

presence and absence. The tinted, curtain walls of modern office buildings, hotels and 

condominiums allow for only a one✓way view, while suggesting the transparency of 

a two✓way visibility.12 Anthony Vidler has spoken of this concept of transparency as 

a modernist myth: "transparency of the self to nature, of the self to the other, of all 

selves to society, and all this represented, if not constructed, from Jeremy Bentham to 

Le Corbusier, by a universal transparency of building materials, spatial penetration 

and the ubiquitous flow of air, light, and physical movement."13 Bond's painting of 

the "glass city" embodies this fractured space of modernism: suggestively permeable, 

but closed. 

The gaze remains without resolution in the "glass city," in contrast to the representation 

of the classical facade with its function of leading the eye towards a specific vanishing 

point. As an atmospheric reading, linked either directly or indirectly to water 

imagery, the city seems to have submerged its authority, and representation remains 

allegorical. The transparent shifts of white and grey paint convey an ambiguous use 

of space that seeks out relations between the cultural and the natural, the perceiving 

mind and inanimate landscape, not unlike a Caspar David Friedrich painting. 

In Taking Shelter in the City of Tents, the second painting influenced by Bond's research 

in Vancouver, the landscape is traversed by a "cannon✓shot boulevard."14 This street 

of circulation and communication, a trench cut through the centre of the city, is a

dramatic spatial gesture that provides, if only momentarily, perspective, vista and

order. An atmospheric use of colour breaks through pictorial structure, the blue

cancels perspective space, and a prominent orange and then a pink, cut through the

cartography of the grid. Superimposed over this grid are tent✓like forms or structural

nets of localized references: the homeless, the 'sails' of Canada Place, the North 

Shore mountains, plastic shrouded leaky condominiums, and the brash demolition 

of the 'traditional' cityscape.15 The tent✓like structures animate the city as a ruin, 

not as "type, but as condition," for it is not that ruins suggest repair, rather the ruin 



is an allegorical landscape, a way of seeing.16 Does the city of tents conceal 

a 'boulevard for the homeless': as an allegory of the real? In Bond's paintings 

'home' and 'homeless' arise not as a concept of property, but as social and 

psychological locality. 

A baseless cityscape, Elevated Living in a Community-Built Neighbourhood is composed 

of motion and stasis, light and dark ( a largely black and white surface of paint) to 

define a Gothic instability. In Bond's treatment of a semi-deserted inner city the 

viewer's gaze is impelled to "drift" and travel along a fast-track elevated environment: 

a traversed zigzag of purple paint. Bond has titled this painting "elevated living" and 

"community-built neighbourhood" against social givens and conventional cartographic 

mapping, to bring social life into fleeting contact with the real. The overhead 

movement is "psychogeography" that works directly on the body through fantastic 

vistas of disorientation and discovery. "Every definition of form restricts ... the 

suggestion it projects," wrote the situationist artist Constant, "the more perfectly 

defined the form, the less active is the onlooker."17 Suggestively "elevated" (to enable 

a lived space), Bond describes the "fast track" as a "longing for habitation." 

Bond's reference to the cartographic discourse of the Situationist International, 

with their analytical representations of maps, landscapes and architecture positioned 

within the spatial elements of "psychogeography" is "a geographical environment, 

consciously organized or not, 

with the emotions and behaviour 

of individuals."18 Bond's critical 

imaginary constructs the 

possibilities of "situations" to 

explore the complex trajectories 

of the urban fabric within the 

inner city to include a long 

line of modern utopias, from 

Constant's "New Babylon" Rock Climbers Meet with Naturalists on the Residential 

Parkade, 1989
and beyond. Constant's New 

Babylon project proposed a dynamic spatial labyrinth continually being restructured 

by nomadic activities: the spontaneity and creativity of its inhabitants. Constant's 

"unitary urbanism" takes elements from the mythic Tower of Babel to metaphorically 

explore the modern city as representation within elevation, engineering and spectacle. 
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The Tower of Babel has historically stood for a cooperative impulse that succumbed 

to fragmentation, chaos and finally decadence. Bond has interpreted the Tower of 

Babel as a transformative metaphor in the painting Rock Climbers Meet with Naturalists on 

the Residential Parkade (1989). Here the parable is reversed to suggest possibilities of 

change within the modern metropolis.19 

In the mid-1980s a series of eight paintings, titled Work Stations, explored questions of 

landscape in a far more pedagogical interpretation of place, space and community. If 

the recent works are concerned with a crisis in representation - how to represent 

the modern city, in the dual sense of providing an identity to the city, and also finding 

individual and collective identity within the city - the earlier paintings connect 

industrial, capital accumulation to the destruction of both nature and social life. 

These paintings influenced by several visits to northern British Columbia include: 

Converting the Powell River Mill to a Recreation and Retirement Centre (1986) and Later, Some 

Industrial Refuges Form Communal Settlements in a Logged Valley in B.C. (1987). I mention 

these paintings not only as precedents for Bond's recent research in Vancouver, but 

also for their strong dystopian qualities of capitalism or its residue, where dwelling 

as a condition of a lived culture retains a certain incompatibility within modernity. 20 

These paintings therefore retain emphatic elements of the pastoral, even in its 

absence, as both dilemma and desire. 

To move from the early paintings to the imaginary landscapes of this exhibition is 

to rely on a silent architecture, a void in which metaphors of the urban landscape 

are "fragmentary and inward-turning histories ... a fleeting glimmer in a spatial 

practice."21 Glass therefore is the concrete negation of dwelling, and tents suggest 

the artifice of the built landscape. These large canvases are provisional and imaginary 

re-constructions of place, a visualization where dynamic lines, static forms and 

atmospheric space provide an oscillation between a poetic potential and an underly

ing acknowledgement of limits, of conflicts. Experienced as a labyrinthine urban 

landscape, these spatial representations of the modern city seem to exist somewhere 

between the reality of a wasteland and hidden fantasies, and of course memories, to 

recall an impossible sense of place. 
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